AMAZON STUDIOS PARTNERS WITH THE RENOWNED RUSSO BROTHERS’ AGBO STUDIOS ON
A GROUNDBREAKING GLOBAL TELEVISION FRANCHISE
SANTA MONICA, Calif., July 27, 2018 – Amazon Studios is on a quest to create a radical global
storytelling disruption by teaming with the Russo Brothers’ AGBO Studios on a large-scope,
multi-layered international event series. As part of the collaboration, the Russo Brothers will
have the creative freedom to oversee an ambitious concept meant to captivate the Prime Video
audience and redefine the boundaries of storytelling.
While the creative is under wraps, the origin mothership series will function as a fire-starter to
ignite the creation of multiple original local language and local production series. All of the
local series are meant to enhance the entire entertainment experience and will be available for
the viewer to deep dive into an imagined layered world.
“The Russo Brothers have impacted the pop culture barometer of creative excellence with their
vision for both Avengers: Infinity War and Captain America: Civil War,” said Jennifer Salke, Head
of Amazon Studios. “They brought a level of scale and execution to those films that has raised
the bar for audiences everywhere and we can’t wait for them to do the same for us on this
project for our Amazon Prime Customer. We are thrilled to be working with Joe and Anthony
Russo and their AGBO Studios as they build this incredible, multifaceted, international
franchise.”
About Amazon Studios
Amazon Studios creates original television series which premiere exclusively on Amazon Prime
Video which is available globally in over 200 countries and territories. This year, Prime Video
will premiere a number of original series, including the highly anticipated Tom Clancy’s Jack
Ryan starring John Krasinski, Homecoming from creator Sam Esmail and starring Julia Roberts
and Bobby Cannavale, The Romanoffs from nine-time Emmy Award winner Matthew Weiner,
and a third season of The Man in the High Castle.
About AGBO
AGBO, founded by award-winning directors Anthony and Joe Russo, The Russo Brothers, is an
artist-led collective focused on creating global content for film, television and digital platforms.
Headquartered in downtown Los Angeles, AGBO focuses on nurturing talent and creating bestin-class family and prestige content.
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